[The ultrasound contrast agent levovist helps with the differentiation between accessory spleen and lymph nodes in the splenic hilum: a pilot study].
In patients with focal lesions which are isoechogenic to the spleen and which are located next to the spleen it is not easy to differentiate between lymph nodes and the accessory spleen. Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate if the color-SAE technique performed after injection of Levovist is able to differentiate between accessory spleens and lymph nodes in patients with a mass in the hilus of the spleen. 12 patients with sonographic proof of a hypoechoic mass in the hilus of the spleen were examined (Sonoline-Elegra ultrasound system, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Color-SAE was performed 10 minutes after injection of 1 g of Levovist i. v. All patients with accessory spleens (n = 7) showed a color-SAE mosaic pattern in the localization of the mass comparable to the color-SAE mosaic found in the spleen. In contrast, in none of the patients with lymph nodes next to the spleen (n = 5) was a color-mosaic pattern localized to the mass found, wheras the spleen showed regular color-SAE in all cases. Color-SAE with Levovist is a new diagnostic tool for the differentiation between accessory spleens and lymph nodes.